Chinese Calligraphy

Workshop

Confucius Institute at WMU

No Chinese Language Skill Needed!

11/19/2014 (Wed.) 6:00-7:30 p.m.
On Campus

Open to the Public
Free of Charge
Registration is Required

Register
Information:
(269)387-3784
Or Sign on Site!

龍

Including Introduction

Writing Demonstration

Chinese calligraphy is a form of calligraphy widely practiced in China. The calligraphic tradition of East Asia originated and developed from China. There is a general standardization of the various style of calligraphy in this tradition.

As a practice calligraphy is, at the basic level, a pursuit on writing well. Students aim to obtain the writing characteristics of exemplary pieces of writing.

As an art where works are appreciated more or only for their aesthetic qualities.